**AK15 - Lobster**

- Ratchet release
- Control cycle mechanism

**AK19 - Lobster**

- Ratchet release
- Control cycle mechanism

**HT0650 - Hex Crimper (Budget)**

- Hexagonal crimper with replaceable and rotating dies
- Tubular cable lugs and connectors
- Dies included

**HD0650AU - Hex Crimper (Super Range)**

- Hexagonal crimper with replaceable and rotating dies
- Tubular cable lugs and connectors
- Dies included

**HT06120 - Hex Crimper (Budget)**

- Hexagonal crimper with replaceable and rotating dies
- Tubular cable lugs and connectors
- Dies included

**HD06120AU - Hex Crimper (Super Range)**

- Hexagonal crimper with replaceable and rotating dies
- Tubular cable lugs and connectors
- Dies included